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THE GOLF BALL YOU PLAY MATTERS

Does it matter if you hit one more fairway? Carry that bunker? 
Does it matter if you can get up and down to save par? 

If being the best player you can be matters to you then the golf 
ball you play matters a great deal. The golf ball is the only piece 
of equipment you use on every shot, and because you need to 
execute a variety of different types of shots in a given round, 
there are many game-changing performance differences to 
consider. We are committed to helping you unlock your full  
potential and shoot your lowest scores by identifying the best 
golf ball for your game.



EVERY GOLFER CAN BENEFIT FROM A  
TITLEIST® GOLF BALL FITTING

The Titleist Tour-validated “Green-to-Tee” approach 
successfully fits players of all abilities, from the world’s 
best to high handicap amateurs. Being fit to a golf ball 
that optimizes your performance on every shot, especially 
shots into the green, is key for every golfer looking to shoot 
lower scores.
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THE TITLEIST GOLF BALL FITTING PROCESS

ASSESSMENT AND SELECTION

A Titleist golf ball fitting begins with an assessment of your 
game, your performance objectives, and your personal  
preferences. To accomplish this, you can attend a Titleist golf 
ball fitting event, schedule an appointment online for a virtual 
golf ball consultation, or use our online golf ball selector tool.

GREEN-TO-TEE ON COURSE EVALUATION

The Titleist Green-to-Tee fitting process involves an  
evaluation of a wide range of shots you typically hit on the 
course, with the greatest emphasis on shots around and into 
the green. We evaluate the recommended and alternative 
Titleist golf balls (as well as the golf ball you played most  
often prior to your assessment) side-by-side, as this is  
the best way to experience the performance differences  
between models.

PUTTING THE NEW BALL IN PLAY
Once you go through the Green-to-Tee fitting process, it’s 
important to commit to playing that golf ball exclusively.  
Using the same model golf ball on every shot and every round 
eliminates performance variation, builds confidence and  
consistency, and ultimately leads to shooting lower scores.

Now that you’ve narrowed your selection, 
note the golf balls in the space provided 
to the right and use the following steps to 
determine which ball is best for your game.
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TITLEIST BALL
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( S E L E C T  YO U R  P R E F E R E N C E  B E L O W )

SHORT GAME

SHORT IRONS

MID-IRONS

HYBRIDS/FAIRWAY METALS

DRIVER

FEEL PREFERENCE

Continue and hit full shots with
HYBRIDS/FAIRWAY METALS.

Then, hit full shots with a MID-IRON.

Begin with several different SHORT GAME shots.

Finally, hit tee shots with your DRIVER.

Next, hit full shots with a SHORT IRON.

Do you have a specific FEEL preference?
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• Score

• Short game 
   spin and control

• Approach shot 
   stopping power 

• Trajectory/Ball flight

•   Feel preference

• Long game control 
   and consistency

• Driver distance 
   and accuracy



PRO V1® AND PRO V1X® GOLF BALLS ARE  
THE BEST CHOICE FOR MOST GOLFERS

Pro V1 and Pro V1x golf balls are designed with the 
singular goal of helping all golfers play their best. From 
players across the worldwide professionals Tours, to 
competitive amateurs, to student athletes at the NCAA 
Championships, to dedicated golfers trying to shoot 
their personal best, the overwhelming majority trust 
the advanced technology and superior performance of 
Pro V1 and Pro V1x.

Worldwide Tours  74%

PGA Tour  72%

LPGA Tour  80%

U.S. Amateur  87%

U.S. Women’s Amateur 83%

NCAA Men’s D1  90%

NCAA Women’s D1 95%

T I T L E I S T  G O L F  B A L L  C O U N T S *

*2022 Darrell Survey and Sports Marketing Surveys



WHAT’S NEW ABOUT THE 2023 PRO V1® AND PRO V1X®

The 2023 Pro V1 and Pro V1x golf balls are enhanced with 
new high gradient core technology designed to lower long 
game spin for longer distance, more consistent flight, and 
unrivaled control.

The New Pro V1 is the greatest combination of speed, spin, 
and feel in the game with a penetrating trajectory, very low 
long game spin, Drop-and-Stop greenside control, and very 
soft feel.

The New Pro V1x provides golfers with total performance, 
tee through green with a high trajectory, low long game spin, 
Drop-and-Stop greenside control, and soft feel. 

Soft cast Urethane  
  Elastomer ™ cover 
provides  excellent 

greenside spin 

Spherically-tiled  
348 tetrahedral 
dimple design  

delivers high and 
consistent flight 

New high gradient dual 
core  technology lowers 

long  game spin for 
longer distance

Speed amplifying 
high-flex  casing 

layer contributes to 
 low long game spin

Soft cast Urethane  
Elastomer™ cover 
provides  excellent 

greenside spin

Spherically-tiled  
388 tetrahedral 
dimple design  

delivers penetrating 
and consistent flight 

New high gradient 
core  technology 

lowers long game  spin 
for longer distance

Speed amplifying 
high-flex  casing layer 

contributes to  low long 
game spin



PERFORMANCE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PRO V1®,  
PRO V1X®, PRO V1X® LEFT DASH, & AVX®

While Pro V1, Pro V1x, Pro V1x Left Dash, and AVX golf balls  
all provide golfers with best-in-class performance and quality,  
there are key performance differences between models that  
are relevant when considering which ball is the best fit for  
your game.

Each golf ball is differentiated based upon flight, spin, and feel. 
Compared to Pro V1, Pro V1x flies higher, spins more, and feels 
firmer. Compared to Pro V1, AVX flies lower, spins less, and  
feels softer.

Pro V1x Left Dash will have a high flight, similar to Pro V1x with 
significantly lower full swing spin and a firmer feel. 

Each golfer’s game is different and selecting the model that 
meets your unique flight, spin, and feel needs is key to playing 
your best.

FLIGHT SPIN FEEL

Total performance with 
lower flight and spin

Total performance with 
higher flight and lower spin

Total performance with 
higher flight and spin

For all golfers who  
prioritize total performance

Lower Lower Softer

Higher Higher Firmer



PLAYING YOUR BEST STARTS WITH TRUSTING THE BEST

Pro V1, Pro V1x, Pro V1x Left Dash, and AVX golf balls deliver 
premium performance for all golfers, not just highly skilled 
players. In fact, a less skilled, mid to high handicap golfer may 
benefit even more from using a high performance golf ball 
given they miss greens more frequently and need  to be able 
to get up and down to save strokes. The spin and control of 
Pro V1, Pro V1x, Pro V1x Left Dash, and AVX helps these players 
execute the short game shots necessary to play their best.

Additionally, while mid to high handicap golfers execute 
well-struck shots during their rounds, they just don’t hit them 
as often. Their missed shots, particularly on shots into greens, 
require more forgiveness. Better stopping power from higher 
spin on approach shots and short game shots can often mean 
the difference between staying on the green or rolling off it.



PURPOSEFUL PERFORMANCE

The Titleist golf ball line is designed to meet the complete 
range of performance needs and player preferences. When 
properly fit for your game, Pro V1, Pro V1x, Pro V1x Left Dash, 
or AVX golf balls provide the best possible performance to 
help you shoot lower scores. That’s why we recommend these 
models most often for golfers whose top priority, above all 
else, is performance.

While all golfers want performance, you might also have  
individual preferences that can influence your golf ball  
selection process. Preferences can include feel, color, price, 
and appearance (play numbers or markings). If preferences 
play an important role in your selection, we offer Tour Speed, 
Tour Soft, Velocity, and TruFeel golf balls which all deliver 
best-in-class performance and quality.



SAME PLAYER. DIFFERENT SHOTS. DIFFERENT SPEEDS.

30 YARD PITCH SHOT 24MPH

DRIVER 97MPH

6-IRON 83MPH

PITCHING WEDGE 68MPH

THE GOLF BALL DOESN’T KNOW WHO’S HITTING IT

Many golfers are mistakenly led to believe that they should  
be fit for a golf ball based solely on their driver swing speed.  
This is a flawed approach.

The truth is that every golfer has many different swing speeds, 
not just one. Golfers utilize a wide range of swing speeds to 
execute the vast array of shots required in every round, and  
to play your best the golf ball must perform for all of those 
different shots. There are a number of important factors to  
consider when deciding which golf ball is best for you, but 
swing speed should not be one of them. That’s why we design 
and produce golf balls to deliver total performance at every 
speed, with every club, on every shot, not just the 14 drivers you 
may hit in a round.
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